Abstract Augmented reality (AR) applications often require virtualized real objects, i.e., virtual objects that are built based on real objects and rendered from an arbitrary viewpoint. In this paper, we propose a method for real object virtualization and AR image generation based on viewdependent geometry modification and texture mapping. The proposed method is a hybrid of model-and image-based rendering techniques that uses multiple input images of the real object as well as the object's three-dimensional (3D) model obtained by an automatic 3D reconstruction technique. Even with state-of-the-art technology, the reconstructed 3D model's accuracy can be insufficient, resulting in such visual artifacts as false object boundaries. The proposed method generates a depth map from a 3D model of a virtualized real object and expands its region in the depth map to remove the false object boundaries. Since such expansion reveals the background pixels in the input images, which is particularly undesirable for AR applications, we preliminarily extract object regions and use them for texture mapping. With our GPU implementation for real-time AR image generation, we experimentally demonstrated that using expanded geometry reduces the number of required input images and maintains visual quality.
Introduction
With the recent popularization of augmented reality (AR) technology, many of the applications proposed so far are already available for use by ordinary users. Such applications sometimes require a real object to be virtualized (i.e., building a virtual object from a real one) in order to generate AR images. Particularly for such applications as virtual furniture arrangements and communication tools capable of showing remote real objects on a display, ordinary users of AR applications must build virtualized real objects themselves. These applications require methods for real object virtualization and AR image generation.
As well as easy use by ordinary users, the requirements of real object virtualization and AR image generation can be summarized as follows:
1. high visual quality of AR images based on virtualized real objects 2. sufficiently small data size of virtualized real objects in order to reduce the amount of needed storage and ensure lightweight transmission
Most AR applications use a model-based technique for virtualizing real objects and generating AR images (Azuma Electronic supplementary material The online version of this article (doi:10.1007/s10055-015-0259-3) contains supplementary material, which is available to authorized users. 1997). Such a technique uses three-dimensional (3D) models of real objects, which can be handcrafted or automatically reconstructed using 3D reconstruction techniques. Figure 1 (top) shows an example with a 3D model that was automatically reconstructed (Jancosek and Pajdla 2011) . Other research efforts have focused on image-based techniques that do not rely on 3D models but on a number of images from which a novel view is synthesized (e.g., Levoy and Hanrahan 1996; Gortler et al. 1996) .
Unfortunately, these techniques suffer from some drawbacks. Since handcrafting 3D models requires special skills that are beyond most ordinary users, model-based techniques need to use automatically reconstructed 3D models. However, the accuracy of such 3D models is usually insufficient, which leads to a loss of detail and undesired rough boundaries (false boundaries that are not faithful to the original shape), as shown in Fig. 1 (top) . For image-based techniques, since the number of images is usually too large, the burden of image acquisition may discourage ordinary users from attempting it. They also require large storage and long transmission time, which may not be appropriate for some AR applications.
To overcome these drawbacks, image-based techniques have been extended to leverage the geometry of real objects. One of the most well-known techniques is viewdependent texture mapping (VDTM) (Debevec et al. 1998) . This technique applies a texture to each face of a 3D mesh model, where the texture is an image captured from the viewpoint closest to that of the image to be synthesized. Using VDTM, the detailed shapes inside the object region can be regained from simplified or inaccurate 3D models. However, since VDTM applies textures directly to the 3D model, its boundary appears as is in AR images, creating a false object boundary and exposing the background pixels [gray pixels around the bottle cap shown in Fig. 1  (middle) ].
In this paper, we propose a novel method for generating AR images with virtualized real objects. Our proposed method can be considered an image-based technique that leverages geometry, taking a 3D model and multiple images of a real object as its input. To alleviate the problem of false object boundaries, we introduce view-dependent geometry modification (VDGM). After a depth map of the virtualized real object is generated in the rendering pipeline, VDGM expands the object region in it. Since the expanded geometry is likely to expose excessive background regions, which is not desirable in AR image generation, we preliminarily extract the foreground regions (i.e., image regions containing the real object to be virtualized) in the input images and then use the extracted foreground regions for synthesizing AR images (Fig. 1,  bottom) . The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows.
• A novel method for virtualizing real objects and generating AR images has been developed using an image-based technique with 3D models. Unlike existing techniques, the proposed method adaptively modifies the geometry of objects (VDGM) to alleviate artifacts around the object boundaries, which are significant in VDTM-based AR images.
• The discrete Poisson equation is applied to geometry modification to retain occluding boundaries (i.e., discontinuities in the depth maps) due to partial selfocclusion.
• The visual quality of AR images obtained by the proposed method is experimentally demonstrated. Furthermore, the method is shown to require fewer input images than existing image-based rendering techniques due to the use of automatically constructed 3D models.
Related work
Various techniques have been proposed for virtualizing real objects and generating novel view images based on virtualized real objects. At one extreme are such techniques as the fully model-based one, in which a 3D model of a real object is handcrafted or automatically reconstructed using 3D reconstruction techniques (Furukawa et al. 2010; Jancosek and Pajdla 2011; Kolev et al. 2012) . A good comparison of existing algorithms can be found in a previous work (Seitz et al. 2006 ) on automatic 3D reconstruction. Novel view images are synthesized by a standard rendering pipeline applied to the 3D model. As mentioned in Sect. 1, the problems with these techniques include the difficulty of handcrafting 3D models for ordinary users and the insufficient accuracy of automatic 3D reconstruction, even with state-of-the-art algorithms. The techniques on the other extreme are the fully imagebased ones (Levoy and Hanrahan 1996; Gortler et al. 1996) . They model rays from a scene based on input images and synthesize a novel view image using the modeled rays. Their visual quality is acceptable if the number of input images is large; however, capturing an enormous number of images with accurate camera poses can be laborious for ordinary users.
Between the extremes of the model-based and imagebased techniques, a variety of other techniques have been proposed. These are basically image-based techniques that leverage the geometry of real objects to improve the visual quality and reduce the number of input images. VDTM, originally proposed by Debevec et al. (1998) , handcrafts simplified 3D models of a real scene and applies a texture to each face of the models. The texture is selected from input images that are captured from the viewpoint closest to the novel view image to be synthesized. Bastian et al. (2010) interactively built from scratch a relatively accurate 3D model of a real object and used the VDTM technique to color it. Irani et al. (2002) , on the other hand, reduced the number of images without explicitly obtaining the geometry of a scene. However, they implicitly used geometric information through color consistency tests.
More recent techniques leveraged a roughly estimated geometry as a proxy of 3D models. For example, the unstructured light field technique (Davis et al. 2012 ) used several types of proxies, i.e., planes and triangle meshes based on the feature points used in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) techniques (e.g., Klein and Murray 2007) . Compared to the original light field technique (Levoy and Hanrahan 1996) , this scheme drastically reduced the number of input images required for sufficient visual quality. Chaurasia et al. (2013) also exploited the feature points obtained during a structure-from-motion technique, such as Wu (2011) . Instead of explicitly representing the geometry, they assigned feature points to superpixels and used them as a proxy of the scene's geometry.
Our proposed method, which also lies between the model-and image-based techniques, relies on 3D models of real objects that are automatically reconstructed using, for example, the technique of Jancosek and Pajdla (2011) . Since 3D models are not sufficiently accurate to synthesize novel view images, we further modify them depending on the viewpoint of the novel view image, which we refer to as VDGM, to remedy the problem of false object boundaries (Fig. 1, middle) . Similar ideas were employed by Buehler et al. (2001) and Davis et al. (2012) , both of whom built triangle meshes given a viewpoint in the synthesis of a novel view. However, as Davis et al. (2012) noted, this approach may suffer from temporal discontinuity in a sequence of synthesized images due to the topological changes in the triangle meshes. They also observed visual artifacts around the occluding boundaries because their triangle mesh generation does not take into account the occlusion relationship among objects. In contrast, our proposed method modifies the geometry in the depth map, in which topological changes are never involved. Our VDGM also considers the occlusion relationship based on the original 3D models to avoid the visual artifacts around the occluding boundaries.
In addition, unlike the techniques in Davis et al. (2012) and Chaurasia et al. (2013) , our proposed method is tailored for AR image generation, which usually deals with small objects, not an entire scene. This enables us to exploit the extracted foreground regions to smooth the object boundaries.
Overview of proposed method
An overview of our proposed method is shown in Fig. 2 . Given set S 2 fI n jn ¼ 1; . . .; Ng of multiple input images of the real object to be virtualized (target, hereinafter), the proposed method generates AR images through offline and online stages. In the offline stage, the proposed method uses a structure-from-motion technique (Wu 2011) to estimate the pose of the nth camera C n that shot image I n 2 S. We denote the estimated rotation matrix and translation vector of C n in an arbitrary coordinate system by R n and t n , respectively. Then, 3D model M is constructed from S using a 3D reconstruction technique. We can adopt any suitable technique for automatic 3D reconstruction, such as that of Jancosek and Pajdla (2011) . The user may modify M so that only the target is rendered in the AR application. Foreground region X n in I n 2 S is also extracted, e.g., using the GrabCut algorithm (Rother et al. 2004) . Such semiautomatic region extraction is much easier than manually building 3D models from scratch, which requires special skills. To reduce user effort further, fully automatic extraction of the foreground region is promising because 3D model M can be used as prior knowledge in the foreground region. In this paper, however, we omit further details on this to focus on the image generation process.
In the online stage, we generate AR images for user's camera C U . The image from the user's camera is denoted by I U and captures the actual environment onto which the rendered target will be superimposed. The proposed method first estimates in real time the pose of C U using such approaches as ARToolkit (Kato and Billinghurst 1999) , PTAM (Klein and Murray 2007) , or Metaio SDK (Metaio GmbH). The camera pose is denoted by R U and t U . For simplicity, we assume that R n =t n and R U =t U are expressed in the same coordinate system, which is called the world coordinate system. The relationships among the coordinate systems used in our proposed method are summarized in Fig. 3 . From the estimated camera pose and the 3D model, we generate a depth map using a standard rendering pipeline. Then, VDGM modifies target region X U in the depth map as shown in Fig. 4 . Note that target region X U represents the region in a synthesized image onto which the 3D model M is projected given R U and t U , and foreground region X n represents a region in the nth image I n in S. For synthesizing an image of the virtualized target, our VDTM, which is modified to work with depth maps, colors each pixel in the expanded target region using the foreground pixels of the images in S. The synthesized image is superimposed on I U to generate an AR image.
As mentioned above, the proposed method does not use the shape of an automatically reconstructed 3D model as is because it is not completely consistent with the silhouette in the nth image I n . This is because such 3D models contain missing or extra volumes (Fig. 1, middle) . Inaccurate 3D models also result in false object boundaries (Fig. 5) . VDGM reduces such visual artifacts by (1) expanding and smoothing the target geometry in the depth map and (2) determining the color of each pixel based on the foreground pixels of I n 2 S to avoid artifacts due to excessive expansion.
The following sections give the details of the online stage: the VDGM-and VDTM-based color assignments. The techniques used in the offline stage are borrowed from the existing ones specified in Sect. 6.
View-dependent geometry modification
Given the estimated pose of camera C U , the standard rendering pipeline generates a depth map with model M, whose depth value at the jth pixel is denoted by d j . Since M is not sufficiently accurate, the target region X U in the depth map is chipped (Fig. 4, left) , which directly leads to the problem of rough boundaries. VDGM reduces them by smoothing the target region and expanding it to ensure that the pixels on the foreground region boundaries form the boundary of the generated image. A straightforward approach to doing this is to apply a low-pass filter, e.g., a box or a Gaussian filter. However, we found that it spoils the occluding boundaries in the depth map that are formed by different surfaces. In addition, the low-pass filter-based approach may introduce undesirable geometry around boundaries between the target and other regions if it is naively applied to the depth map, which can result in the visual artifacts shown in Fig. 6 . In this work, we developed a novel formulation of VDGM that uses a discrete Poisson equation instead of a low-pass filter. Appropriate coefficients of the equation preserve the occluding boundaries while smoothing and expanding the target regions. Our discrete Poisson equation-based VDGM can be solved efficiently on GPUs (nVIDIA).
Since X U represents the region onto which 3D model M is projected given rotation R U and translation t U for user's camera C U , the depth value d j at the jth pixel is defined over j 2 X U , as shown in Fig. 7 . We also denote an expanded region by X 0 U , obtained by applying the morphological dilation operator, which can be iterated several times. The dilation operator determines how much the target region is expanded. A discrete Poisson equationbased VDGM assigns actual depth values to the expanded region and smoothes the original depth values.
The following are VDGM's requirements:
1. A new depth value must be close to its original value, if any, for correct color assignment.
2. A new depth value must also be close to its adjacent depth values for the boundary smoothness of the generated novel viewpoint images to prevent visual artifacts, such as in Fig. 6 . 3. Requirement (2) can be ignored to preserve the occluding boundaries.
In this work, we formulate VDGM as a problem to find new depth values that balance the above requirements. 
The first term is calculated over original target region X U for (1), and the second term smoothes the depth values for (2). A U is the set of all pairs of adjacent pixels in X 0 U , excluding ðj; iÞ, such that
to preserve the boundaries in the original depth map, where we assume that adjacent pixels whose depth value differences are greater than the predetermined threshold h E form an occluding boundary. Depth values d 0 j for j 2 X 0 U nX U are determined solely based on the second term for expanding the target region, where operator ''n'' stands for the relative complement.
The minimization problem in Eq. (1) is equivalent to a symmetric and positive-definite linear system obtained by setting its partial derivatives with respect to d 0 j to zero for all j 2 X 0 U . Since the system's coefficient matrix is sparse, we can solve it by a conjugate gradient (CG) method for sparse systems, which works efficiently on GPUs (example implementation is provided at (nVIDIA)). Figure 4 (right) shows the depth map after VDGM. 5 View-dependent texture mapping-based color assignment
In our method, VDGM expands the target regions in the depth maps and smoothes the depth values. This modification removes the actual details in the target's 3D model as well, which may result in significant visual artifacts in the generated novel view images. As mentioned in Debevec et al. (1998) , color assignment based on the idea of VDTM reduces these visual artifacts by choosing appropriate images in S for coloring each pixel. Therefore, our proposed method employs VDTM-based color assignment that consists of visibility check, suitable image selection and coloring with mixture weights.
Visibility check
For coloring the pixels in expanded region X 0 U , the proposed method uses images in input image set S; however, each image only contains a portion of the target. Obviously, the target's opposite side is invisible in a single image. In addition, the target can be partially occluded by itself, which is called self-occlusion. To avoid using such images for coloring corresponding pixels in the novel view image to be generated, we employ a visibility check based on the depth map of 3D model M for the nth camera C n . The depth value at the ith pixel for C n is denoted by e n;i . The depth map for C n can be preliminarily generated in the offline stage.
Given depth value d 0 j and camera parameters R U and t U for user's camera C U , we can regain the 3D position of the corresponding point on M in the world coordinate system, which is denoted by p j . This point, which is then transformed to the coordinate system of the nth camera C n using its rotation matrix R n and translation vector t n , is converted to depth value d n;j for C n . If 3D point p j , which is regained from the depth, is visible in the nth image I n and projected to the ith pixel of I n , d n;j has the same value as e n;i . Otherwise, since point p j is occluded by different surfaces, d n;j is larger than e n;i . Therefore, if j d n;j À e n;i j\h VC ð3Þ
is satisfied with threshold h VC , we set visibility label v n;j to 1, and 0 otherwise, where v n;j ¼ 1 means that p j is visible in I n .
Suitable image selection
As mentioned in Debevec et al. (1998) , the target details that are lost during 3D modeling and VDGM can be reproduced by the VDTM technique. Devebec et al.'s original method applies a selected image as the texture to each face of the 3D model; however, our proposed method represents the target's modified geometry as a depth map. We thus introduce a per-pixel VDTM, which selects a suitable image for each pixel in expanded region X 0 U . Due to GPU implementation, this process is sufficiently fast for real-time novel view image generation.
According to Debevec et al. (1998) , we first calculate similarity s j;n for regained 3D point p j involving user's camera C U and camera C n for the nth image defined by
where t 0 U and t 0 n are camera positions defined by t 0 U ¼ ÀR U t U and t 0 n ¼ ÀR n t n , respectively. > represents the transposition and k Á k the Euclidean norm. We add one to make the similarity positive. This similarity corresponds to the angle formed by ðt 0 U À p j Þ and ðt 0 n À p j Þ, and a large value means a small difference in the view directions of these cameras. The suitable image for a pixel in X 0 U is selected based on the following criteria: (1) The 3D point on 3D model M that corresponds to the pixel is visible in it.
(2) The cosine similarity given by Eq. (4) is the largest among all input images that satisfies the criterion (1). Using visibility label v n;j , these criteria can be encoded in
Coloring using mixture weights
Suitable image selection finds the best image based on a similarity measure; however, coloring solely based on this image causes significant visual artifacts due to the transition of the selected images (Fig. 8) . One way to reduce such visual artifacts is to smoothly mix the colors from multiple images. The proposed method determines the jth pixel's (Fig. 9) . Given regained 3D position p j , we can identify the triangle intersecting the ray from C U to p j . The jth pixel is colored by a weighted average of the corresponding pixels' colors in the images that form the triangle. Since exhaustively finding the intersecting triangle for each pixel is computationally expensive, we use a suitable image identified byn j to reduce the possible triangles.
After spherical Delaunay triangulation, which can be done in the offline stage, we store the association between each camera position and the triangles whose vertices include that camera position so that we can rapidly identify the triangles that may intersect the line specified by p j and t 0 U .
In the online stage, given suitable image indexn j selected in the previous section, the proposed method enumerates possible intersecting triangles using the stored association. Letp j be the intersecting point on the plane determined by one of the enumerated triangles, whose vertices (i.e., camera positions) are denoted by t (Fig. 10) . The barycentric coordinates ofp j with respect to t 0 1 , t 0 2 , and t
We can identify the triangle that intersects the ray from t 0 U to p j by finding one that satisfies both of the following conditions:
Color c j of the jth pixel of the novel view image is determined by
where c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 are the pixel colors corresponding to p j in images associated with t 0 1 , t 0 2 , and t 0 3 . Basically, this coloring process works well; however, it can suffer from the following two problems:
1. It can fail to find the intersecting triangles because
(1) the target on the floor cannot be shot from a position below the floor or (2) the camera identified by indexn j is not included in the actual intersecting triangle, which can happen if Delaunay triangulation gives obtuse triangles or p j is invisible in the image that gives the smallest similarity value, s n;j . This failure to find the triangles is indicated by the negative values of at least one of a, b, and c, i.e., a\0; b\0; or c\0:
2. The 3D point, p j , can be invisible in the three images that correspond to the vertices of the intersecting triangle due to occlusion, which is indicated by
for indices n that correspond to those three images. 
Implementation
In the offline stage, we used VisualSFM (Wu 2013 (Wu , 2011 (Wu , 2007 for estimating the camera poses of the images in S and CMPMVS (Jancosek and Pajdla 2011) for 3D model reconstruction. For the spherical Delaunay triangulation, we used an implementation (Renka 1997) . Foreground extraction was manually done using Adobe Photoshop CS5/CC.
Our implementation of the online stage was built on OpenGL and Windows 7 OS. For real-time and stable camera position estimation, we used Metaio SDK (Metaio GmbH). VDGM and most parts of the VDTM-based color assignments were implemented on CUDA to achieve realtime AR image generation. More specifically, we implemented the process related to Eq. (8) on CPU because it uses all of the input images, which cannot usually be stored in the current consumer-grade GPU's memory. Our experiments used a PC with an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU at 3.4 GHz, 16 GB RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX 550 Ti with 1 GB GPU memory.
Since parameter h E for finding the occluding boundaries depends on the scaling and the shape of targets, it may be determined adaptively. However, note that this parameter mainly depends on proportional scaling, which means we can scale the depth values so that they fall within a certain range and apply Eq. (2) with constant h E . By doing this, the parameter is immune to scaling. In this work, we empirically set constant value h E ¼ 0:005 regardless of the target. Parameter h VC also proportionally depends on the scaling. For simplicity, our implementation evaluates Eq. (3) in the camera coordinate systems, not in the depths obtained from the standard rendering pipeline. This parameter is also immune to scaling because we can normalize the target size. However, since the targets in our datasets are almost all the same size, we did not normalize them, and parameter h VC was set to 0:3.
Results and discussion
This section demonstrates the visual quality of the AR images generated from four datasets using our proposed method. Figure 11 shows the reconstructed 3D models and some input images in the datasets, and Table 1 summarizes the dataset specifications. The Bottle and Book dataset borrowed from Jancosek and Pajdla (2011) is challenging because it has only 24 images, which are captured from above the targets, and because the bottle is translucent. The Stuffed Penguin dataset is relatively easy because the automatically reconstructed 3D model was faithful to the target's shape. The 3D model for the Ceramic Cat shows significant missing volumes in the back of its head (Fig. 11) . This was probably caused by the specular reflection on its surface. The Japanese Tower is another challenging dataset because it suffers from many occluding boundaries. As mentioned in Sect. 2, many methods have been proposed for image-based rendering, including (Davis et al. 2012 ) and (Chaurasia et al. 2013) ; however, most of these were designed for generating images of entire scenes, not for AR image generation, which involves small objects, and thus the visual quality greatly depends on object boundaries. Therefore, we compared two baselines that are applicable to AR image generation: model-based and VDTM-based methods. The model-based method uses only automatically reconstructed 3D models with colors that were preliminarily assigned to all of the vertices by Jancosek and Pajdla (2011). Such a model-based method, including one that uses handcrafted 3D models, is frequently used in AR applications (Azuma 1997) . Using this method, we can show the reconstructed 3D models themselves. The VDTM-based method applies VDTM to each pixel in the depth map. This is a slightly modified version of an original method (Debevec et al. 1998 ) that applies texture to each face of 3D mesh models. Our modified version gave almost the same visual quality as the original one. In addition, we did not use the foreground extraction results in this method to emphasize its effectiveness. Figure 12a -d shows example AR images generated by the proposed method and by the baselines. Compared with the VDTM-based method, our results demonstrate that the proposed method reduced the visual artifacts due to missing and excessive volumes as well as the false high-frequency components in the target boundaries in the closer views (Fig. 13) . For a viewpoint that is not very close to that of C n , the proposed method produced blurry boundaries around the bottle cap and the middle of the bottle in Fig. 13 (top left) . This is because it uses three input images to color a single pixel in a novel view image of the target. Each pixel of the generated image is a weighted sum of the pixels in these three images, and in general, the target boundaries are not consistent with each other due to inaccurate 3D models and camera poses.
The reduction of the missing volume is significant for the Ceramic Cat dataset. As shown in Fig. 11 , the reconstructed 3D model for the Ceramic Cat has a large missing volume on its back (Fig. 13, middle right) . VDGM fills this missing part of the target, although not completely (Fig. 13, middle left) . For the Japanese Tower dataset, the missing volume around the tower's top roof in the left image of Fig. 13 (bottom) was also partly filled. The spire on the top of the roof, however, cannot be regained because it is elongated and is almost completely missing in the reconstructed 3D model.
Limitations
One of the limitations of the proposed method is that it may produce artifacts due to using VDGM and VDTM, as shown in Fig. 14 (left) . To expand the target region, VDGM calculates the depth values in X 0 U using Eq. (1), which forces them to be smooth. Therefore, the depth values are not faithful to the true geometry of the target, which means that pixels around target boundaries can be projected to background regions in I n . This generates visual artifacts in Fig. 14 (left) .
Another limitation that produced artifacts in Fig. 14 (right) is due to a small number of input images. As described in Sect. 5.3, the coloring strategy of the proposed method uses only one suitable image when it cannot find an intersecting triangle. In this case, the proposed method cannot reduce the artifacts due to selected image transition (Fig. 8) . Combined with the first limitation, the proposed method can produce the false shape in Fig. 14 (right) .
Timing results
Figure 15a-d shows the timing results. Instead of showing the averaged time of each process, we plotted the number of pixels versus the elapsed time per frame for each dataset with a single sequence because it greatly depends on the target size. The overall timing linearly increased due to VDGM-and VDTM-based color assignment (Fig. 15a) . Figure 15d suggests that VDTM-based color assignment depends on the number of input images. The dominant process was VDTM-based color assignment, followed by VDGM. The time of the depth map generation was nearly constant.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed an image-based rendering method for AR image generation that modifies the geometry (i.e., a rough 3D model) of a target object for a given viewpoint by solving the discrete Poisson equation. Such a view-dependent approach is beneficial because it does not require the construction of a sufficiently accurate 3D model of the target object. Our results confirm that our proposed method successfully reduced the visual artifacts due to the 3D models inaccuracy. For a small number of input images and target object regions that consist of fewer than about 20,000 pixels, it worked in real time with our GPU implementation, and the elapsed time for the AR image generation increased linearly with respect to the target object size. Future work will remedy the limitations that are mostly due to the false depth values produced by VDGM. Another interesting direction is to integrate foreground extraction into our method.
